112 has a mixer (mounted in the stage rack) and a speaker router/controller - the Studio Comm (sitting on the rack, it has a big knob for your main level). 112 also has an HDMI Switcher for selecting a video source for the projector.

**Mac Pro audio:**
- Select "MOTU 828" as your audio output.
- Bring up channel 2 on the mixer. Bring up the output level on the mixer.
- On the Studio Comm, Select "A in Stereo" as your input, and "Stereo Out" as your output. Make sure no channels are muted/soloed on the Studio Comm and bring up the master level.

**Mac Pro Projection:**
- Use the HDMI Switcher remote control to select input 1 on the HDMI Switcher.
- Use the projector's remote control to power on the projector.

**Laptop Audio:**
- We now have a thunderbolt cable for Laptop audio/video/network. Connect the thunderbolt cable to your laptop.
- Select “USB audio CODEC” as your audio output.
- Bring up channel 3 on the mixer. Bring up the output on the mixer.
- Studio Comm settings are the same as for the Mac Pro (on the Studio Comm, Select "A in Stereo" as your input, and "Stereo Out" as your output. Make sure no channels are muted/soloed on the Studio Comm and bring up the master level.)

**Laptop Projection:**
- Use the HDMI Switcher Remote control to select input 2 on the HDMI Switcher.
- Use the projector's remote to power on the projector.